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Waiting Room
Installation (wall painting, beam chairs, IKEA
coffee table, fake plants, carpeting, risograph
booklets, sound and video loops)
Variable Dimensions
2019
Waiting Room is a work consisting of an
installation and a performative protocol. Upon
entering the exhibition space, visitors are directed
by the gallery reception desk to take a numbered
ticket and wait at the installation, which emulates
a typically highly fabricated waiting room. While
most of the characteristics of waiting rooms are
implemented to alleviate the inevitable sensation
of high expectation and anxiety that comes
from waiting, this version of the room uses all
its classic devices – the waiting music, the
background television, the futile reading materials
– but takes them to their (il)logical extreme,
creating an environment that lighly induces this
anxiety. This sensation is enhanced by the fact
that visitors are not given an estimated waiting
time, there is no sense of time progression,
and the gallery team never comes back to help
them. In this way, they are forced to take action,
generating an individual and almost involuntary
performatic gesture, in an act of negotiation
with the work and the whole exhibition: leaving,
complaining, staying still, asking, etc.

Exhibited at:
L’intolerable ligne droite, Galerie Art & Essai,
Rennes, FR (2019)
curated by Maud Jacquin, Sébastien Pluot, Anne Zeitz
and Yann Sérandour

Waiting Room, detail, booklets

Sentimental Journey
Performance
15-25min
2019
4 performers positioned in different locations
outside the exhibition space connect in a
Whatsapp video-call. None of them wear
headphones, and the sound is emitted by the
cellphone speakers. They all begin to whistle
the same melody, a version of jazz standard
“Sentimental Journey” based on the arrangement
of this tune by the Seeburg Background Music
Company. As a separated choir, all move in
predetermined paths towards the exhibition
space. As they get closer together, they start
listening to the whistles coming directly from the
other performers, but must stay synchronized with
the sound coming from their phones, which are
always slightly delayed. They meet at a specific
point at the gallery, where they sit, and keep
whistling for a certain number of compasses,
always in synch with the sound of their own
phones, thus creating a choir of many voices in
many slightly different tempos. The performance
occurs in multiple different times and places
simultaneously – each of the paths through which
each performance walks, and the gallery, where
an audience awaits, while the largest part of the
performance happens elsewhere.

Exhibited at:
L’intolerable ligne droite, Galerie Art & Essai,
Rennes, FR (2019)
curated by Maud Jacquin, Sébastien Pluot, Anne Zeitz
and Yann Sérandour

Ekphrasis of a film (still)
29,7x21cm
4 pages
2020
Visual/literary essay thinking on time, waiting
and anxiety by looking at a film still.
available in larger resolution at:
https://www.pivo.org.br/blog/ecfrase-de-umfilme-pausado/
(portuguese only)

Waiting Music for the End of the World
18min
Sound, 7” Vinyl
2021
link:
https://youtu.be/MjSxJCq3prA
A tragicomic sound piece meditating on the
constant feeling of limbo and angst caused by the
long waiting of a slow-burning apocalypse.

waiting music
for the end of the world
:
This text was written,
edited and mixed by
Pedro Zylbersztajn in 2021,
using quotes and ideas
from Frank Kermode’s The
Sense of an Ending (1961),
Wisława Szymborska’s
poems Tortures (1987,
translated by Stanislaw Baranczak & Clare

Cavanagh) and The End and
the Beginning (1993, in

two

different translations by Stanislaw
Baranczak & Clare Cavanagh and

Joanna Trzeciak), and the Book
of Revelation. Readings
from these quotes were
sampled from Youtube videos
uploaded by users Garin
Cycholl, Rae Hoffman Jager,
NPTEL-NOC IITM and ohprana.
Background song extracts
are credited in order of
appearance to: Opus Number
1, by Tim Carleton and
licensed to Cisco Systems,
Inc. / Garota de Ipanema,
by Tom Jobim and Vinícius
de Moraes, performed by
Lex Vandyke / Internet
Club, by DREAMS 3D /
Beauty Plus, by PrismCorp
Virtual Enterprises /
1-800-523-2996 ext. 3, by
luxury elite / Information
by LASERDISC VISIONS /
Vengeance, by luxury elite.
Additional samples come
from Kurt Vonnegut, Kamau
Brathewaite, Beyoncé,
Yeah Yeah Yeahs, and Fritz
Schlüter via Wikimedia
Foundation. Voiceover was
performed and recorded
by Kelly Dugger and Jimmy
Lockett at vox2studio.
This project has been
developed within the Art
by Translation program.
Special thanks to Alice
Noujaim, Maíra Dietrich,
Julia E. Dyck, Falk
Messerschmidt, Maud Jacquin
and Sébastien Pluot.

Exhibited at:
Time Capsule 2045, Palais des Beaux-Arts,
Paris, FR (2021)
curated by Maud Jacquin and Sébastien Pluot
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hold
hold
hold
hold while we
hold while we look for the answer to your inquiry
hold while we take stock of the situation
hold me fast
hold me close
hold, it will reach us soon
hold in this limbo with me
hold your head high above the waterline
hold up (they don’t love you like I love you)

Wait for the end, for the sense of an ending, the
cataclysm, the catastrophe. The certainty that all is
due, done, delivered. Yet there is no doom, no rapture or
repentance, just limbo, and waiting.
Listen: here’s the song that’s made to bear the weight of
our anxieties and hopes, a utopia of crisis in time. A
song that is a paradigm of crisis, of a way of thinking
about the present which is future-ridden. An urgency
dampened by disrepair.
The girl from Ipanema, or the Woman Clothed by the Sun,
strolls on receding shorelines, with all possible remaining
grace, pacing around the debris of shipwrecks in previously
landlocked territories. Back and forth she goes, in a
loop, spiralling in and out of consciousness, as her heels
steadily plough the soil, sand and pavement mixture.
Can you hear it? It’s been playing for 25 years. It’s
been playing for several saecula, even. It’s just turned
into noise over time, or faded into the background,
if you’re lucky. The smooth arrangements, the easy
listening, the subtle social engineering made to keep
our uneasiness in check turns against itself, if left
uncurbed. The repetition drives angst, and the mellowness
brings everything but.
An arrow is shot ahead drawing an unbearably straight
line, progress pushing forward along the humdrum beat of a
marching army. Someone draws a circle on the ground with
their foot, as they stand in a corner waiting for their
name to be called. These movements combine and twist, in
a single force that takes up the entire world. We are
trapped in a spiral. Our ears can’t quite pick it up, but
maybe a good directional microphone would: surrounded by
the swooshing sounds of the whirlwind of time, swirls of
reverby piano, synthesized flutes, and jazz drumming are
topped with a Kenny G inspired saxophone solo.

Please
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please
Please

hold
hold
hold on
hold on to this for it is all we have
hold on while we look for a viable alternative
hold judgement for a second
hold back your anxiety
hold my hand i’m drowning
hold, things will be better soon
hold, all will be over soon
withhold
hold

Nothing has changed. Except for the course of boundaries,
the line of forests, coasts, deserts and glaciers.
Amid these landscapes traipses the soul,
disappears, comes back, draws nearer, moves away,
alien to itself, elusive, at times certain,
at others uncertain of its own existence,
while the body is and is and is
and has no place of its own. [wisława szymborska]
Quiet – is it still playing? Is it all over yet? Are we
safe? Have we reached eternal peace? Have we left the
desert, the storms, the flames, the mud behind? Are we
floating over the bodies, or are we the bodies floating
face down? We’ve always known what was eventually coming,
but it’s not so easy to see where things are going when
you are writing with an eraser.
Here’s the song that’s made to bear the weight of our
fear and paralysis. A soothing sound for tortured souls,
strolling through the promotional aisles of a failing
super[free]market. A sweet melody over a consonant
harmony to cancel out the deep, dissonant roar of oil
drilling and anguish. There’s promise in waiting: the
patient shall inherit the earth. Scorched as it may be,
it will be theirs to clean up.
In the grass that has overgrown
causes and effects,
someone must be stretched out
blade of grass in his mouth
gazing at the clouds. [wisława szymborska]
We cannot, of course, be denied finitude. It might just
be immanent, rather than imminent. All must come to an
end, but some songs just carry on.

[The clock] says tick-tock. (...) tick is our word for
physical beginning, tock is our word for an end. We
say they differ. What enables them to be different is a
special kind of middle. We can perceive a duration only
when it is organized. (…)
Tick is a humble genesis, tock is a feeble apocalypse
[frank kermode]
Someone has to lie there
in the grass that covers up
the causes and effects
with a cornstalk in his teeth,
gawking at clouds. [wisława szymborska]

Please hold

brickwork
Two Laser-Etched Acrylic 12” Record, Sound,
8-page Booklet
2017
link (record extract):
https://youtu.be/gaReZ7sNOMI
link (booklet pdf):
http://tiny.cc/brickworkpdf
brickwork is a physical record of a process of
constitution and reconstitution of language.
Unfolding as a 12” disc/book and as an
occasional performance, it is based on a circular
text that regards language use as a permanent
building site. The makeshift process of
fabricating the record creates, in itself, a series of
impediments to a pristine listening of the words.
As the needle progresses and radial distances
diminish, textural noises take over and sound
resolution decreases. Each side of the record
provides new breath to the text, that degenerates
and regenerates differently for every cycle.

Exhibited at:
brickwork, Americas Society Visual Arts,
New York, US (2018)
curated by Gabriela Rangel
&
Trembling Thinking, Americas Society Visual Arts,
New York, US (2018)
curated by
Gabriela Rangel, Asad Raza and Hans Ulrich Obrist

ORDERANDEXECUTION
(Score for Two Readers)
Card Set, Text, Performance, Audio
2018
This work is part of a larger project concerning
the idea of code as logos, a magical incantation
that conflates the states and ideas of order and
execution. All parts of this project take the form
of a set of cards that is used to configure and
reconfigure a performance and a series of texts
connected to the act of performing, which are
also reconfigured after each performance. This
body of objects keep order and execution in
constant suspension, shifting the precedence of
each of these terms with every iteration.

Exhibited at:
As If, Provisional Gallery,
San Francisco, USA (2018)
curated by Angel Chia Ling Chen and Ziying Duan

ORDERANDEXECUTION (Score for Two Readers), installation view, As If, Provisional Gallery, San Francisco (USA), 2018
Photos: Aaron Louis Cohen/Tamara Yurovsky/Nicolás Consuegra

Non-authoritative Program
Text
2018
A speculative proposal for a
non-authoritative programming language

non-authoritative program

please( )
i politely request (attention)
i mustn’t, but:
		 if you will:
			explain( )
		otherwise:
			it’s ok(really)
as long as it is not a bother:
		listen( )
if this is somewhat similar to that:
		could(i?)
otherwise:
counter-propose( )
i’m sorry to ask( )

Arquipélagos I-VI
32x21cm
Ink, carbon paper, ruled paper
2021
Series of drawings related to the research on
internet infrastructure and colonial maritime
and oceanic histories that has lead to the essay
“exil.io”, published at Revista Rosa #3
essay and drawings available at:
https://www.revistarosa.com/3/exilio
(portuguese only)

“As if I were the photographer” – Carlos
Amadeu Gouvêa, 1971
Variable Dimensions
Drawing, Photography, Written Text, Installation
2016
Biographies are understood as part of the factual
realm. There is a particularity in the narrative of
the life of existing characters in that the condition
of truth is granted through a tacit pact between
reader and author. At this historical moment,
however, it is up to ourselves to question: what
are the instruments used for the legitimation of
truth? What are the authority (and authorship)
devices that grant the power of managing facts
to someone? How are we implicated?
This work consists on the exhibition and installation
of an archive, which allegedly refers to an individual
called Carlos Amadeu Gouvêa, in casamata’s
gallery space, under my organization. The archive
composes part of the material biography of said
character, and is formed by family photographs,
letters, self-reflective diaries, several drawings, and
annotations produced by Amadeu, who is said to
have been a commercial illustrator and layout artist
in the state of São Paulo.

Exhibited at
“Como se eu fosse o fotógrafo” – Carlos Amadeu Gouvêa,
1971, casamata gallery
Rio de Janeiro, BR (2016)
curated by
Laura Cosendey and Luiza Crosman

“As if I were the photographer” – Carlos Amadeu Gouvêa, 1971, exhibition view, casamata, Rio de Janeiro (BR), 2015
Photos: Lua Perê

“As if I were the photographer” – Carlos Amadeu Gouvêa, 1971, exhibition view, casamata, Rio de Janeiro (BR), 2015
Photos: Lua Perê

No, I Am Human
Video
3’00”
2016
link (with english subtitles):
https://vimeo.com/403108600
The dialogue in this video was generated
through the unmediated interaction between two
chatbots. The fact that these specific AIs work by
learning new sentences and expressions through
conversations with humans makes their “virgin”
interaction nothing more than an index of how
we, as humans, behave when conversing with
machines. Given that, as of 2016 (a time on the
cusp of the general introduction of more refined
conversational AI such as Alexa or Google
Home) the main topic of conversation
between humans and chatbots seemed to be
the interlocutor’s own AI condition, when talking
between themselves, the bots tended to mimic
this subject. This lends a deeply existential
connotation to the dialogue, that, when analyzed
by humans, presents slightly disturbing contours.

Exhibited at:
Sob a gravidade de um pequeno sol, Solar Grandjean de
Montigny, Rio de Janeiro, BR (2019)
curated by Cadu

untitled (subtitled)
Video Installation
Looped
2017
These experiments intend on exploring the
use of language through the lens of coding
processes, such as mapping, translation,
cryptography and steganography, and its
effects, such as information loss, noise,
occlusion and polysemy. They are an attempt at
unveiling the naturalized processes of encoding
and decoding that inform our communication
and therefore how we produce and read
reality. By forcing the spectator to deal with the
evidence of hidden content, it also intends on
forcing reflexion on how we produce meaning
and wrestle with partial information through
ambiguity and entropy.
This project has two facets. One, documented
here, is a group of soundless, subtitled videos
made from found footage, in which the subtitles
produce different kinds of exisions. The other,
largely invisible in itself, I have similarly altered
commercial movie subtitles downloaded from
the web and re-uploaded them on subtitle
hosting websites such as opensubtitles.org,
distributing the work to unassuming audiences
who are doubly confronted with the challenge of
producing meaning from this piece of text.

Exhibited at:
In No Time, Lipschitz Courtyard, Cambridge, USA (2017)
curated by Laura Serejo Genes

Stimulus to Progress
Video
10’41”
2020
link (with english subtitles):
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=64vh6Ze4wts
The series of records entitled “Stimulus
Progression”, edited by the Muzak music
company from the 1970s on, was conceived
for using music a social engineering tool in the
workplace. Each record had a double funcion in
place: on one hand, to provide friendly sounds to
soothe the mood of people in moments of waiting
in commercial environments, offices, elevators,
etc. On the other, to stimulate the productivity of
the employees of such places. For that, it used a
“spiral” strategy, in which the songs progressed
in intensity for about 10 to 15min, allegedly
enhancing the work rhythm of those listening,
until reaching a peak and returning a previous
stage of softness, providing the necessary rest
to the worker, only for the next cycle to begin just
the same. Based on this fact, this video, which
uses as soundtrack one full cycle of one of these
records, is a study of the spiral shape and its
associations with modernist ideas of progress,
mostly thought its appearances in design,
architecture and planning.

Planta Baixa
Instalação fotográfica, adesivo vinílico, piso
c/ Camila Bevilaqua
2019
Dja Guata Porã is a garden in Rio de Janeiro
which works as a medicinal plant nursery, with
the aim of transmitting the ancestral indigenous
knowledge of its founder, Niara do Sol. The
garden is a mesh of relations and knowledge
exchange between humans and beyond-human,
indigenous and non-indigenous people. Located
in a social housing project (Minha Casa, Minha
Vida program), the garden constrasts with the
habitual usages of its surroundings.
Built from images captured during a longterm ethnography developed in the place,
this photographic installation articulates the
maintenance and transformation of this space
and its pertaining bodies. Through seminarrative images of fragments of the garden’s
quotidian, we can observe the constancy these
recurring activities of care. The work follows
the multispecies approach of the research that
has originated it, mixing the agency of human,
vegetable, animal and landscape actors in this
entangled network. The garden is planned with
the aim of resuming an intimate relation with the
ground, reconstituting a non-descript terrain
onto fertile soil. The installation tries to emulate
this gesture and propose that the ground of the
exhibition can be looked at in different ways.

Exhibited at:
Everyday,
12th São Paulo International Architecture Biennial,
CCSP, São Paulo, BR (2019)
curated by Ciro Miguel, Charlotte Malterre-Barthes and
Vanessa Grossman

Coordinates
21x29,7cm
Scanner, InkJet Printer, Translucent Paper
2014
These images were generated by scanning the
light patterns my household flatbed scanner
was able to capture with maximum bitmap
contrast in different positions around my studio.

Wastelands
21x29,7cm
Scanner, Screenprinting
2015
Images developed by manipulating halftone film
collages directly over the scanner at full contrast,
and later turned into screenprints.

Obstacle Magazine #1 – Stone
36x24cm
68p
Offset Printing
2014
This magazine leans on the principles of the
Ouvroir de Littérature Potentielle to discuss
the idea of limits and restrictions as a part of
productive practice. My intention, throughout
the project, is to work within the fields of art,
graphic design, editing and writing through
the perspective that such restrictions are a
fundamental component of creative processes
and that being aware of this and using them
as a tool is a way of reaching potencial forms
and content. Thus, by analogy, the magazine
inspects physical obstacles. The conception
and production of each number of a planned
5-part series is oriented by the choice of a
single kind of obstacle, as a thematic restriction,
and one or more restrictions in production.
Issue #1 was exclusively dedicated to the
theme “Stone”, and was entirely composed and
developed using just the “TextEdit” software,
a domestic multifuncional inkjet printer/flatbed
scanner, with a single color and a single
typographical family.

Game
36x24cm
54p
Xerox Transfer and InkJet
2015
Game is a a book made in conjunction by 5
people (Beatriz Nóbrega, Celina Kuschnir, Maíra
Senise, Pedro Zylbersztajn, Rodrigo Barja).
It was developed through a game system, in
which each participant selected a photograph,
established a rule for themselves and another
one for all other participants. The book is a
catalogue of the collective responses towards
these series of rules and limitations.

Oikos
Video
2’00”
2017
link:
https://vimeo.com/403101823
This video-text looks into how the greek
notion of Oikos has tied different facets of our
current existence in an age of globally scaled
destruction by providing a unified template
of action for dealing with the house, family,
property, economy, ecology, ecumenicalism,
and everything within.

Exhibited at:
In Our Present Condition (N-Z), Gallery 9,
Cambridge, USA (2018)
curated by Laura Knott and Lars Bang Larsen

Oikos, installation view, In Our Present Condition (N–Z), Gallery 9, Cambridge (USA), 2018
Photos: Sarah Wagner

The February School
Event Series, Installation, Performance
w/ Laura Genes, Jessica Sarah Rinland, Nicolas
Kisic, Nolan Oswald Dennis, Gary Zhexi Zhang
& guest participants
2018
During the month of February, MIT Program in
Art, Culture and Technology (ACT) graduate
students were alloted the university’s gallery
space. As our proposed occupation of the
space, we set up a temporary school as an
intervention into the nested ecosystem of
education at MIT. This school worked as a
subsystem of education where students and
the general public were be invited to participate
in ACT student-led classes, cinema cycles,
exhibitions, discussions, conferences, fellowship,
workshops, construction and celebrations
throughout the month of February within the
gallery. The intervention used and contested the
structures and conventions of a typical university
to explore other ways of learning, sharing and
building knowledge and community.

Selection of activity announcements

The February School, photo documentation, Weisner Gallery, MIT, Cambridge (USA), 2018
Photos: Nicolás Kisic/Zach Jama/Laura Genes

Catalogue for Classificatory Emancipation
43x19cm
32 pages
2018
A book of drawings reflecting on indexing,
itemization and cataloguing and their effects on
power, and on the relations and displacement of
artistic-cultural objects.
Exhibited at:
9º Leilão Pivô, Pivô, São Paulo, BR (2020)
curated by Fernanda Brenner
&
Feira Parte Lado B, Casa Parte, São Paulo, BR (2019)
curated by Giovanni Pirelli

